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Sentence processing theories typically assume that the input to our language processing mechanisms is an error-free sequence of words. However, this assumption is an oversimplification because noise is present in typical language use (for instance, due to a noisy environment, producer errors, or perceiver errors). A complete theory of human sentence comprehension therefore needs to explain how humans understand language given imperfect input. Indeed, like many cognitive systems, language processing mechanisms may even be "well designed"-in this case for the task of recovering intended meaning from noisy utterances. In particular, comprehension mechanisms may be sensitive to the types of information that an idealized statistical comprehender would be sensitive to. Here, we evaluate four predictions about such a rational (Bayesian) noisy-channel language comprehender in a sentence comprehension task: (i) semantic cues should pull sentence interpretation towards plausible meanings, especially if the wording of the more plausible meaning is close to the observed utterance in terms of the number of edits; (ii) this process should asymmetrically treat insertions and deletions due to the Bayesian "size principle"; such nonliteral interpretation of sentences should (iii) increase with the perceived noise rate of the communicative situation and (iv) decrease if semantically anomalous meanings are more likely to be communicated. These predictions are borne out, strongly suggesting that human language relies on rational statistical inference over a noisy channel.
communication | psycholinguistics | rational inference T raditionally, models of sentence comprehension have assumed that the input to the sentence comprehension mechanism is an error-free sequence of words (e.g., refs. 1-6). However, the noise inherent in normal language use-due to producer or perceiver errors-makes this assumption an oversimplification. For example, language producers may misspeak or mistype because they do not have a full command of the language (due to being very young or a nonnative speaker, or suffering from a language disorder like aphasia), because they have not fully planned an utterance in advance, or because they are trying to communicate under the influence of stress or confusion. Similarly, language comprehenders may mishear or misread things because of their own handicaps (e.g., poor hearing/sight, or not paying sufficient attention), because the environment is noisy, or because the producer is not making sufficient effort in communicating clearly (e.g., whispering or mumbling, or writing in sloppy handwriting). Given the prevalence of these noise sources, it is plausible that language processing mechanisms are well adapted to handling noisy input, and so a complete model of language comprehension must allow for the existence of noise.
Noisy-channel models (7) of speech perception have been prominent in the literature for many years (e.g., [8] [9] [10] [11] . Furthermore, several researchers have observed the importance of noise in the input for the compositional, syntactic processes of sentence understanding (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) , leading to the recent proposal of noisychannel models of sentence understanding (17) (18) (19) . According to a noisy-channel account, the sentence comprehension mechanism rationally combines information about a priori plausible utterances with a model of the imperfect transmission of the linguistic signal across a noisy channel. Using these information sources, comprehenders infer what meaning a producer most likely intended, given the observed linguistic evidence. Fig. 1 diagrams how communication takes place across a noisy channel, following ref. 7 . Here, the producer has an intended meaning m i and they choose an intended sentence s i to communicate this meaning. The sentence is conveyed across a noisy channel and is corrupted by producer or comprehender noise, yielding a perceived sentence s p . The comprehender thus observes s p and must decode it to its intended meaning m p . Successful communication occurs when m i and m p are the same-when the intended meaning is recoverable from the potentially corrupted input. As a simplification, we here examine situations in which m i and m p map directly and unambiguously onto their respective sentences, s i and s p . Consequently, we discuss primarily the recoverability of the intended sentence s i given the perceived sentence s p , taking the meanings as uniquely determined by the sentence strings.
This approach can be formalized by considering an ideal observer (20) (21) (22) model of language comprehension, in which the comprehender engages in optimal Bayesian decoding of the intended meaning:
In Eq. 1, s p is the sentence perceived by the comprehender and s i is the sentence intended by the producer. The left-hand side, P(s i j s p ) gives the probability assigned by the comprehender to any particular hypothesized s i , given the observed linguistic input s p . By Bayes' rule, this can be rewritten on the right-hand side of Eq. 1 as the prior probability P(s i ) that a producer would wish to communicate s i , times the likelihood of s p given s i , which is often notated as P(s p js i ). We write this likelihood as P(s i → s p ) to make it clear that the likelihood represents the probability of s i being corrupted to s p in the process of communication. The prior P(s i ) represents all of the comprehender's relevant linguistic and world knowledge, including for instance the base-rate frequencies of different grammatical constructions and the plausibility of different meanings. This term biases comprehenders toward a priori plausible utterances-things that are likely to be said. The noise likelihood term P(s i → s p ) encodes the comprehender's knowledge of how sentences are likely to be corrupted during language transmission-for instance, the fact that smaller changes to a sentence are more likely than larger ones. By trading off between the prior P(s i ) and the likelihood P(s i → s p ), comprehenders may arrive at interpretations that differ from the literal meanings of the specific sentences they perceive. That is, if comprehenders perceive an implausible sentence s p that is "close" to a more plausible sentence under the noise model, they should infer that the producer actually uttered (and intended) the plausible sentence. In this case, the comprehender might Author contributions: E.G., L.B., and S.T.P. designed research; E.G. and L.B. performed research; E.G. and L.B. analyzed data; and E.G., L.B., and S.T.P. wrote the paper.
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arrive at a higher overall posterior probability P(s i j s p ) by positing more noise-corresponding to a lower P(s i → s p ) than if there were no noise-in combination with a higher plausibility P(s i ). For example, suppose that the comprehender perceives the sentence, "The mother gave the candle the daughter." The prior likelihood for the literal meaning of this sentence is very lowcorresponding to the idea that the mother would give her daughter to a candle-with the consequence that the overall posterior probability P(s i j s p ) may be higher for the slightly edited sentence, "The mother gave the candle to the daughter." The prior plausibility for the edited sentence is much higher, and as long as the likelihood P(s i → s p ) of deleting a single function word is not too low, we may end up with a higher overall posterior likelihood for the edited sentence. Thus, the critical part of a noisy-channel account is that independent knowledge about likely meanings can lead listeners to interpretations that differ from the literal interpretation of the specific acoustic or visual stream they perceive.
Here, we evaluate this general framework by manipulating the terms in the Bayesian decoding setup, P(s i ) and P(s i → s p ) across the five syntactic alternations (23) shown in Table 1 , in a sentence comprehension task using visually presented materials. We restrict our attention to alternations in which the content words are identical across the two variants, because (with the exception of confusable words) it seems unlikely that a comprehender would assume that a content word from the intended utterance would be omitted or that a content word from outside the intended utterance would be inserted. For example, in a context in which a boy is not mentioned, people will not interpret "the girl kicked" as possibly meaning that the girl kicked the boy, and they will assume that part of the meaning of the intended utterance includes "girl" and "kicked." Syntactic alternations allow for the same thematic content to be expressed in different ways: by ordering the components of the message in a certain way, we can emphasize one or another part of the message. For example, to convey the idea of the girl kicking the ball, we can choose between the active frame ("The girl kicked the ball") and the passive frame ("The ball was kicked by the girl"), and this choice depends on whether we want to focus the comprehender's attention on the girl and what she did vs. on the ball and what was done to it. Critically, although different syntactic alternations (Table 1) share the fact that the two alternatives are identical in terms of propositional meaning, they can vary in how close the alternatives are, under simple string edits (see also refs. [17] [18] [19] .
For each of the five alternations that we investigated, we considered semantically plausible and implausible sentences. To construct the implausible versions, we swapped the order of the noun phrases that are involved in each alternative (e.g., "The mother gave the daughter the candle" → "The mother gave the candle the daughter"; "The girl kicked the ball" → "the ball kicked the girl"). When the sentence is plausible, the prior probability is high, and thus comprehenders should interpret the sentence literally. However, the prior probability of implausible sentences is low. Therefore, if comprehenders rationally follow Eq. 1, their interpretation of implausible sentences should depend on how close the perceived string is to a plausible alternative. For instance, the implausible sentence, "The mother gave the candle the daughter," could have resulted from the plausible sentence, "The mother gave the candle to the daughter," via accidental deletion of the word "to." If the likelihood of deletion is high, comprehenders may infer this deletion and interpret the sentence as the plausible sentence, "The mother gave the candle to the daughter," not the perceived one. Similarly, the implausible sentence, "The ball kicked the girl," could have resulted from the plausible sentence, "The ball was kicked by the girl," via accidental deletion of the words "was" and "by."
We evaluate four specific predictions of this rational noisychannel comprehension account.
As a first approximation, we assume that there are two types of string edits: insertions and deletions. We further assume that string edits are independent and that both types of string edits occur with equal probability. This has the consequence that comprehenders should be more willing to forego the literal interpretation when the semantically plausible interpretation involves positing fewer changes to the signal under the noise model, compared with more changes. Under Eq. 1, comprehenders should prefer sentences s i such that the likelihood of generating s p , P(s i → s p ), is high. If string edits are independent, then P(s i → s p ) increases as the differences between s i and s p decrease, so that s i is more likely to be hypothesized to be the The five alternations that are investigated in this paper are as follows: 1, active/passive; 2, subject-locative/object-locative; 3, transitive/intransitive; 4, double-object/prepositional phrase object goals; and 5, double-object/prepositional phrase object benefactives. The number of insertions and deletions that are needed to form an implausible alternation from the plausible version is provided for each plausible/implausible pair, as a proposed hypothesis for how the implausible versions might be generated. benef, benefactive; DO, double object; PO, prepositional phrase object.
meaning if s p can be created from s i with fewer string edits. For instance, the deletion of a single word should be more likely under the noise model than the deletion of two words. Thus, alternations 3-5 in Table 1 -in which the two alternatives differ from each other by a single insertion or deletion-should be more affected by plausibility than the alternations 1 and 2 in Table 1 , in which the two alternatives differ from each other by two edit operations. It should be noted that this prediction follows from the particular string-edit-distance theory assumed here (insertions and deletions). For example, active/passive alternatives may be two insertions or deletions away, but if simple transpositions of content words are allowed, the implausible/plausible variants are just one edit operation apart.
Prediction 2. The noise model P(s i → s p ) should not treat all changes equally. In particular, comprehenders should infer nonliteral meanings more readily when the change involves a deletion, compared with an insertion. This prediction holds generally for a wide range of statistically sensible noise models, and follows from the Bayesian size principle (24, 25) : a deletion only requires a particular word to be randomly selected from a sentence, whereas an insertion requires its selection from (a subset of) the producer's vocabulary; the insertion of a specific word therefore has smaller likelihood P(s i → s p ) than the deletion of a specific word, even under the assumption that insertions and deletions occur equally often. Note that this differs from the symmetric Levenshtein noise model (26) used in refs. [17] [18] [19] . Thus, semantic cues should have a stronger influence for each of the implausible structures in 3d, 4d, and 5d-in which a word has been deleted from the plausible alternation-than for the implausible structures in 3c, 4c, and 5c-in which a word has been inserted into the plausible alternation.
Prediction 3. Because comprehenders do not know the noise ratethe probability that the noise model will corrupt s i to a different s p -in every communicative scenario, they must infer it. Increasing the perceived noise rate should encourage comprehenders to infer a nonliteral but plausible alternative. For example, consider a situation in which you are having trouble hearing the speaker. In such a situation, if you hear an implausible utterance, you may be more likely to attribute it to noise, and infer that the speaker intended something more plausible, than if you encountered the same input in a less noisy environment. Table 1 , e.g., an example of the implausible passive construction is "The girl was kicked by the ball," which can be generated from the plausible active construction, "The girl kicked the ball," by adding in two function words: "was" and "by" in specific locations. Key results are as follows: (i) people relied on the literally presented sentence more in the major-change alternations than in the minor-change alternations in each experiments: the percentages in the two left-most constructions are all higher than the percentages in the three right-most constructions; (ii) increasing the noise rate lowered interpretation as the literal sentence: the percentages in experiment 2 are lower than those in experiment 1, especially for minor-change alternations; (iii) increasing the base rate of implausible events increased interpretation as the literal sentence: the percentages in experiment 3 are higher than those in experiment 1, especially for minor-change alternations; and (iv) semantic cues should have a stronger influence on structures whose alternations require a single deletion than those whose alternations require a single insertion: this is visible as a decrease in proportion of reliance on syntax for each of the minor-change alternations comparing the insertion condition on the Left to the deletion condition on the Right.
than the literal meaning of the perceived sentence. For example, imagine you are talking to someone who produced many implausible sentences (e.g., a Wernicke's aphasic patient, or an individual suffering from psychosis). In such a situation, you would be more likely to assume that a particular implausible sentence was intended, rather than produced because of an error. In this case, P(s i ) would be more evenly distributed between implausible and plausible sentences, making comprehenders less willing to deviate from the literal meaning of the observed s p .
Results
We evaluated these predictions in three experiments run over Amazon.com's Mechanical Turk platform in which participants' interpretations were probed with comprehension questions, which were presented simultaneously with the target sentences (Methods). The critical dependent measure was the rate at which participants interpreted implausible sentences literally as presented vs. as a close plausible alternative. The same test sentences were used across experiments, with different fillers to evaluate predictions 3-4. In particular, in experiment 2, we increased the perceived noise by having one-half of the filler items contain syntactic errors (such as a deleted or inserted function word), compared with experiment 1, in which the fillers contained no syntactic errors. Additionally, in experiment 3 we increased the base rate of implausible sentences by increasing the rate of implausible filler materials (implausible-to-plausible ratio, 5:16), compared with experiment 1 (1:8) . In all experiments, we compare comprehenders' probability of interpreting the sentence as literally presented, using a mixed-effects logistic regression model, with slopes and intercepts by participant and item.
Results are shown in Fig. 2 . We do not include the plausible conditions in Fig. 2 because, as expected, these sentences were overwhelmingly interpreted literally: over 95% in each plausible condition in each experiment.
The predictions of the noisy-channel account were borne out across the five alternations in the three experiments. First, the rate of literal interpretation was higher when the plausible alternative involved positing more string edits (major change) compared with fewer (minor change): experiment 1: 93.4% for major change alternations (1 and 2 in Table 1 ); 56.1% for minor change alternations (3-5 in Table 1 ; β = 3.37; P < 0.0001); experiment 2: 85.9% for major change alternations; 42.7% for minor change alternations (β = 3.53; P < 0.0001); experiment 3: 92.0% for major change alternations; 72.5% for minor change alternations (β = 2.21; P < 0.0001).
Second, the rate of literal interpretation was higher when the plausible alternative involved an insertion rather than a deletion: experiment 1: 66.1% vs. 46.0% (β = 1.39; P < 0.0001); experiment 2: 50.4% vs. 34.9% (β = 1.45; P < 0.0001); experiment 3: 81.1% vs. 63.3% (β = 1.26; P < 0.0001).
Third, the rate of literal interpretation decreased as the perceived noise rate increased. In particular, the rate of literal interpretation was lower in experiment 2, in which one-half of the filler items contained syntactic errors. This effect was robust across the minor-change alternations (experiment 1: 56.1%; experiment 2: 42.7%; β = −0.92; P < 0.0001), and it showed a trend, sometimes significant, for each individual alternation (Table 1) : (3a) intransitive, 71.1%, vs. (3b) transitive, 59.5% (β = −0.67; P < 0.05); (4a) prepositional phrase object (PO)-goal, 54.9%, vs. (4b) double object (DO)-goal, 47.3% (β = −0.63; P < 0.2); (5a) POben, 42.2%, vs. (5b) DO-ben, 21.2% (β = −1.36; P < 0.0001).
Fourth, the rate of literal interpretation increased as the base rate of implausible sentences increased. In particular, the rate of literal interpretation was higher in experiment 3, in which the rate of implausible filler materials was higher than in experiment 1 or 2. This effect was robust across the minor-change alternations (experiment 1: 56.1%; experiment 3: 72.5%; β = 0.58; P < 0.01), and it was significant for each individual alternation (Table 1) : (3a) intransitive, 71.1%, vs. (3b) transitive, 78.4% (β = 0.63; P < 0.05); (4a) PO-goal, 54.9%, vs. (4b) DOgoal, 74.5% (β = 1.09; P < 0.005); (5a) PO-benefactive (benef), 42.2%, vs. (5b) DO-benefactive, 64.5% (β = 1.05; P < 0.0005).
Finally, to ensure that the results are not affected by the online administration of the experiments (via Amazon.com's Mechanial Turk interface), we reran experiment 3 in the laboratory. The results were very similar to those obtained via Mechanical Turk, as shown in Fig. S1 .
Discussion
The current results provide strong evidence in support of noisychannel models of sentence comprehension, in the spirit of refs. [17] [18] [19] . Four predictions of noisy-channel models were confirmed, each of which showed that factors which should influence a rational Bayesian decoder did influence people's interpretation of sentences. The rate of literal interpretation was affected by how close the literal string was to the plausible alternative, with more differences leading to higher rates of literal interpretation (prediction 1) and insertions leading to higher rates of literal interpretation than deletions (prediction 2). Furthermore, as the perceived noise increased, participants were more willing to posit that sentences were corrupted by noise (prediction 3), and thus the rate of literal interpretation decreased. Finally, as the base rate of implausible sentences increased, participants were less willing to posit changes to sentences to remove the implausibility (prediction 4). Thus, the rate of literal interpretation increased.
The noisy-channel model contrasts with previous sentence comprehension models, which argue that, although meaning may guide initial interpretation in the face of temporary syntactic ambiguity (e.g., refs. 27 and 28), the final interpretation is determined by a sentence's syntax. For example, it has been observed (29) that English speakers primarily use syntactic information when syntactic and plausibility information conflict, in the comprehension of implausible active and passive structures, as in 1c and 1d. From this and related results, it has been argued that English primarily relied on syntactic cues for determining the final meaning of a sentence. A limitation of this proposal, however, is that it does not capture the effects of the edit distance to a sentence string with a plausible meaning on people's reliance on syntax. As we have seen here, when the edit distance is relatively large (for example, between an active structure and a passive structure), people tend to interpret the string literally, even if the content is implausible (29) . However, when the edit distance between two alternatives is smaller-as in the double-object/prepositional phrase object alternations or the transitive/intransitive alternations-people have a greater tendency to interpret the string according to the more plausible alternative. This pattern of results is as predicted by the noisy-channel model of sentence interpretation, such that comprehenders appear to combine syntactic cues to meaning with expectations about likely sentences to be uttered and likely mistakes in communication to arrive at the most likely interpretation. This is exactly what we should expect from a system that is designed for communication over a noisy channel.
The cue integration approach proposed in the competition model (29) is similar in spirit to a noisy-channel model in its assumption of noise in the input and its reliance on the integration of information from a variety of sources. However, the specific cue integration approach proposed in the competition model does not appear to be quite consistent with the observed results. In particular, according to the competition model, English speakers rely primarily on syntactic cues for their interpretation of an utterance. However, the results of our experiments show that people's reliance on syntactic cues within a language depends on the particular construction: how far away a plausible alternative is in terms of its edit distance. Thus, although English speakers tend to follow the literal syntactic information for the activepassive alternation (consistent with the cue integration model), they are much less likely to follow the literal syntactic information for the double-object/prepositional phrase object alternation. These across-construction differences are not explained by the cue integration model. Thus, although the cue integration model is important because of its ability to combine information sources to select interpretations, the particular cue integration model that has been proposed in the literature is potentially limited because it fails to provide a role for reconstruction from noise. A better understanding of when and how this reconstruction is happening may lead to a more complete noisy-channel-based cue integration model.
In the context of the noisy-channel proposal, our experiments address people's expectations about plausible semantic content. Another important component of people's expectations is structural frequency (4-6). Structural frequencies will likely play an important role when the frequencies of the two target structures vary substantially: people will tend to interpret the structure according to its more frequent neighbor. Whereas we have not modeled construction frequency effects, we see a robust effect of structural frequency in the comparison between locative objects (which are common, contingent on the verb being present) vs. locative subjects (which are extremely rare). In particular, people are less likely to interpret the low-frequency locative-subject construction literally compared with the high-frequency locativeobject construction (experiment 1: 93.3% vs. 85.6%; β = −2.31; P < 0.001; experiment 2: 90.7% vs. 76.9%; β = −5.86; P < 0.001; experiment 3: 93.4% vs. 87.6%; β = −5.43; P < 0.001). We also see a smaller effect for the comparison between active-the more frequent structure-and passive-the less frequent structure (experiment 1: 98.6% vs. 96.8%; β = −0.26; P > 0.5; experiment 2: 90.0% vs. 85.9%; β = −1.65; P < 0.005; experiment 3: 94.8% vs. 92.0%; β = −2.23; P < 0.01). This replicates the results from ref. 30 , which observed that people were more likely to rely on plausibility information for passive structures compared with active structures.
If the noisy-channel hypothesis is on the right track, then we should be able to see evidence in on-line language comprehension for the process of correcting flawed input to a more likely alternative. Indeed, such evidence exists in the event-related potential (ERP) literature. Traditionally, the N400 and the P600 ERP components have been interpreted as indexing semantic/ plausibility anomalies (31) and syntactic anomalies (32, 33) , respectively. More recently, however, P600 effects have been observed for some materials with semantic incongruities (e.g., refs. [34] [35] [36] . For example, a P600 effect is observed at the verb "devouring" in the string, "The hearty meal was devouring...," relative to the verb "devoured" in the string, "The hearty meal was devoured...." (35) . Furthermore, P600 effects have been reported for orthographic errors, e.g., "fone" for "phone" (37) .
The current results suggest an explanation of the P600 effect within the noisy-channel framework (see refs. 38 and 39 for related proposals of the P600 as an error-correction signal). In particular, the P600 component may reflect the correction process that comprehenders engage in when encountering flawed linguistic input. According to this explanation, a P600 is observed for ungrammaticalities (e.g., "Many doctors claims...."; 40) or for semantically unexpected continuations in some cases (e.g., "The hearty meal was devouring") because in both cases it is clear what was plausibly intended. Similarly, in the case of orthographic errors, it is clear what the intended word was. Critically, however, when there is no clear alternative to which the flawed input could be corrected, no P600 component is observed, as in the case of the "classical" semantic anomalies (31) , or in Jabberwocky materials in which plausibility cues are absent (e.g., ref. 41 ). In some cases in which a correction is unlikely, a P600 has nonetheless been reported (e.g., refs. 36 and 42). However, these experiments often use a plausibility/acceptability-judgment task, which is critically not a communicative task. We predict a P600 only in cases in which the task is communicative (e.g., passive reading or reading with comprehension questions) because these are the cases in which the comprehender is likely to model the noise (i.e., evaluate the relative likelihoods of producer's errors, and correct the plausible ones). Conversely, when the task is a plausibility-judgment task, we should see P600s for a wider range of materials, because there should be more correction.
Building on refs. 17-19, our work moves language processing theories toward more realistic types of communicative scenarios, in which sentences are imperfectly observed or incorrectly uttered. The ability to understand noisy input is not surprising from the viewpoint of rational analysis (43, 44) , which studies ways in which cognitive systems are "well designed" for the task that they perform. In the case of language processing, comprehension mechanisms are sensitive to the types of information sources that an idealized statistical comprehender would be. However, this capacity is surprising from the traditional view of linguistics and psycholinguistics, which have focused on modeling noise-free input.
In summary, we have demonstrated that comprehenders rationally integrate the likelihood of noise with prior expectations, providing strong evidence for the idea that language understanding is rational statistical inference over a noisy channel. The present work reveals fundamental aspect of human language processing: it is not built only for pristine input. Instead, language processing mechanisms engage in sophisticated on-line integration of prior expectations about likely utterances, with models of how linguistic signals might be corrupted during transmission. As such, evolutionarily or developmentally, language processing mechanisms are shaped to handle many of the complexities of realworld communication.
Methods
Experimental participants were presented with a questionnaire consisting of 60 sentences, like examples 1-5 in Table 1 , each followed by a comprehension question, as in 6:
6. a. Active/passive example: The diamond lost the woman. The target sentences and the questions were presented simultaneously, and participants could read the sentences and questions as many times as they liked before making their choices. Hence there was no memory component to answering the comprehension questions. (Consequently, the methodology does not distinguish on-line and postinterpretive processes as the source of the effects.)
The answer to the question following each target sentence indicates whether the participant used syntactic or semantic cues in interpreting the sentence. For example, in 6a and 6c, a "yes" answer indicates that the reader used syntax to interpret the sentence, whereas a "no" indicates that the reader relied on semantics, whereas the reverse holds for 6b and 6d.
Twenty sets of materials were constructed for each alternation 1-5 in a 2 × 2 design, crossing construction (alternative 1, alternative 2) with the plausibility of the target alternation relative to the other (plausible, implausible). The items were counterbalanced so that one-half had questions like 6a, in which a "yes" answer indicated the use of literal syntax in interpretation, and the other half had questions like 6b, in which a "no" answer indicated the use of literal syntax in interpretation.
Each set of 20 items was divided into four lists according to a Latin square design, and each list was then combined with 60 filler sentences (e.g., "The commissioner wrote a report for the chairman") to form a presentation list. The target materials were the same across the three experiments. In experiments 1-1 through 1-5, the filler items were all plausible and grammatical sentences. In experiments 2-1 through 2-5, the filler items consisted of the filler items from experiments 1-1 through 1-5, but with 30 of these edited to contain syntactic errors: in 10 items, a function word was deleted (e.g., "The commissioner wrote a report for the chairman." → "The commissioner wrote a report the chairman.); in 10 items a function word was inserted (e.g., "The colonel was knighted by the queen because of his loyalty." → "The colonel was knighted for by the queen because of his loyalty."); and in 10 items, a few adjacent words were scrambled (e.g., "A bystander was rescued by the fireman in the nick of time." → "A bystander was the fireman by rescued in the nick of time."). In experiment 3, unlike in experiments 1-2 (in which each construction was run in a separate experiment), all five sets of target materials were presented together, along with the 60 plausible fillers. As a result, the ratio of implausible materials was much higher in this experiment than in the other experiments: 5 constructions * 10 implausible target syntactic materials together with 5 constructions * 10 plausible target syntactic materials and 60 plausible fillers, resulting in a ratio of 5:16 (compare a ratio of 1:8 in experiments 1-1 through 1-5, and 2-1 through 2-5).
A random order of each experimental list was presented to the participants on Amazon.com's Mechanical Turk, a marketplace interface that can be used for collecting behavioral data over the internet. To constrain the population to American English speakers, we restricted the IP addresses to those in the United States. Furthermore, we asked participants what their native language was, and where they were from originally. Payment was not contingent on answers to these questions. There were 60 initial participants in each experiment, a different set of participants for each experiment (300 participants for experiment 1; 300 participants for experiment 2; 60 participants for experiment 3).
We analyzed only participants who self-identified as native speakers of English from the United States. Furthermore, we only analyzed data from participants who answered at least 75% of the plausible materials correctly.
(The mean across participants and experiments was over 98%.) These restrictions caused the elimination of zero to three participants' data per experiment.
In addition, to test the validity of Mechanical Turk, we reran experiment 3 in a laboratory setting, using participants in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology area. [There now exist several replications of results from inlaboratory studies using Amazon's Mechanical Turk, thus establishing the viability of this method for obtaining experimental linguistic data (45) (46) (47) .] The presentation of the items was identical to the previous experiments. Sixty native English speakers were recruited for this experiment. The data from 54 of the participants met the inclusion criteria above, and our analyses were restricted to these participants.
